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ABSTRACT: Phenyl boronic acids (PBA) are important binding
ligands to pendant diols useful for saccharide recognition. The
aromatic ring can also function to anchor an otherwise hydrophilic
polymer backbone to the surface of hydrophobic graphene or carbon
nanotube. In this work, we demonstrate both functions using a
homologous series of seven phenyl boronic acids conjugated to a
polyethylene glycol, eight-membered, branched polymer (PPEG8)
that allows aqueous dispersion of single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNT) and quenching of the near-infrared fluorescence in res-
ponse to saccharide binding. We compare the 2-carboxyphenylbor-
onic acid (2CPBA); 3-carboxy- (3CPBA) and 4-carboxy- (4CPBA)
phenylboronic acids; N-(4-phenylboronic)succinamic acid
(4SCPBA); 5-bromo-3-carboxy- (5B3CPBA), 3-carboxy-5-fluoro-
(5F3CPBA), and 3-carboxy-5-nitro- (5N3CPBA) phenylboronic acids, demonstrating a clear link between SWNT
photoluminescence quantum yield and boronic acid structure. Surprisingly, quantum yield decreases systematically with both the
location of the BA functionality and the inclusion of electron-withdrawing or -donating substituents on the phenyl ring. For three
structural isomers (2CPBA, 3CPBA, and 4CPBA), the highest quantum yields were measured for para-substituted PBA (4CPBA),
much higher than ortho- (2CPBA) and meta- (3CPBA) substituted PBA, indicating the first such dependence on molecular
structure. Electron-withdrawing substituents such as nitro groups on the phenyl ring cause higher quantum yield, while electron-
donating groups such as amides and alkyl groups cause a decrease. The solvatochromic shift of up to 10.3 meV was used for each
case to estimate polymer surface coverage on an areal basis using a linear dielectric model. Saccharide recognition using the nIR
photoluminescence of SWNT is demonstrated, including selectivity toward pentoses such as arabinose, ribose, and xylose to the
exclusion of the expected fructose, which has a high selectivity on PBA due to the formation of a tridentate complex between
fructose and PBA. This study is the first to conclusively link molecular structure of an adsorbed phase to SWNT optical properties
and modulation in a systematic manner.

■ INTRODUCTION

The interaction between a phenylboronic acid (PBA) and a diol
is known to be one of the strongest single-pair reversible
functional group interactions in aqueous media.1,2 Such
interactions involve a well-studied, multicomponent equilibrium
that involves proton dissociation from the acid, resulting in
equilibrium between the trigonal (neutral boronic acid) and
tetrahedral deprotonated (negatively charged boronate ion)
forms of known acidityKa. In the presence of diols, both (trigonal
and tetrahedral) forms can bind with 1,2- or 1,3-diols to form a
diol−phenylboronate complex with either five- or six-membered
ring systems, respectively. Boronate complexes have increased
acidity compared to the starting boronic acid. Thus, the 1,2- or
1,3-diols present on saccharides provides an ideal scaffold for
these interactions and has led to the development of boronic
acid-based sensors for saccharides.1−3

Semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)
are excellent candidates for fluorescent sensors due to their
stable fluorescence at near-infrared (nIR) wavelengths without
photobleaching.4,5 Our laboratory and others have shown that
SWNT emission is affected by changes in the local dielectric
environment (solvatochromism),6,7 electron transfer (doping),8,9

or fluorescent quenching.10 These concepts can be utilized to
create sensors for glucose,11−13 nitric oxide,9 nitroaromatics,14

hydrogen peroxide,15 and proteins.10,16 Thus, design and synthesis
of wrappings with specific recognition groups are important in
constructing novel fluorescent sensors. Over the past few decades,
polymers have been utilized for noncovalent dispersion of SWNT
in various solvents.17,18 This dispersion is enabled by wrapping or
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adsorbing amphiphilic polymers around the SWNT, using for
example a π−π stacking19 arrangement to secure an otherwise
water-soluble polymer. Electrostatic interactions20 and hydrogen
bonding21 allow for stabilization of the nanotubes in solution.
Understanding the intermolecular interactions between the
polymer-adsorbed phase and SWNT surface can improve and
augment the molecular recognition necessary to create fluorescent
sensors. However, our knowledge about the effect of polymer
structure on the fluorescence of SWNTs requires further study.22

Boronic acid polymers have proven valuable in a variety of
biomedical applications.23,24 Applications include lipase inhib-
ition,25 HIV inhibition,26 controlled drug delivery,27 and boron
neutron capture therapy,28 as well as glycan or saccharide
detection.29 Sugar detection with boronic acid-based systems
generally relies on either optical or conductivity changes
upon binding of a sugar with a boronic acid moiety. For instance,
Wang and co-workers demonstrated a fluorescent imprinted
polymer with boronic acid groups, which showed an increase in
fluorescence intensity on the addition of D-fructose.30 Freud et al.
reported the potentiometric detection of saccharides using a
polyaniline boronic acid-based system.31

In this work, we synthesize a homologous series of seven
phenyl boronic acid conjugated polyethylene glycol 8-membered
branched polymers (PPEG8), using 2-carboxyphenylboronic
acid (2CPBA), 3-carboxyphenylboronic acid (3CPBA), 4-

carboxyphenylboronic acid (4CPBA), N-(4-phenylboronic)-
succinamic acid (4SCPBA), 5-bromo-3-carboxyphenylboronic
acid (5B3CPBA), 3-carboxy-5-fluorophenylboronic acid
(5F3CPBA), and 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid
(5N3CPBA). Figure 1 outlines the structures considered in
this work. We evaluated their ability to disperse SWNTs in
aqueous suspension, the relative n-IR fluorescence quantum
yield and solvatochromic shift. Saccharide recognition indicates
that pentoses such as arabinose, ribose, and xylose cause larger
fluorescence quenching responses compared with those of other
saccharides. Thus, a novel signal transfer mechanism can be
proposed to manipulate the selectivity of saccharide recognition.
This study is the first to conclusively link molecular structure
to SWNT optical properties in a systematic manner and can
therefore guide the synthesis of optical switches and sensors
based on SWNT.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PEG polymers have been studied for many years as effective drug
delivery reagents and for in vivo testing due to their excellent
biocompatibility.32 In this work, an amine functionalized 8-arm
PEG polymer was selected as the backbone of wrapping reagent
to disperse SWNT. Furthermore, palmitoyl chloride was used
to modify one of the amine groups on PEG8 so that the hydro-
phobic alkyl groups of the polymer (PPEG8) can bind with the

Figure 1. (a) Synthesis scheme of a series of PBA-conjugated amphiphilic PEG polymers presents two steps including hydrophobicity modification of
PEG8 and boronic acid conjugation. (b) Proposed wrapping geometry of different PBAs on a SWNT (From left to right: 2CPBA-PPEG8, 3CPBA-
PPEG8, 4CPBA-PPEG8, 4SCPBA-PPEG8, 5B3CPBA-PPEG8, 5F3CPBA-PPEG8, and 5N3CPBA-PPEG8). The highest photoluminescence quantum
yield was observed for para-substituted PBA (4CPBA), much higher than ortho (2CPBA)- and meta (3CPBA)-substituted PBA.
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hydrophobic surface of SWNTs, while the rest of amine groups
on PPEG8 will be used to conjugate different PBAs as the
recognition groups of saccharides. Eight polymers including
PPEG8 and seven others with different PBA moieties were
synthesized and examined as amphiphillic polymers for SWNT

dispersion (Figure 1). The dispersion procedure was identical
for all the polymers, and no SWNT precipitation was observed
for at least three weeks. The UV−vis−nIR absorption spectra
of all PBA-PPEG8 polymer−SWNTs complexes (1 to 8)
were compared with that of SDS-SWNTs (9) (Figure 2).

Figure 2. UV−vis−nIR absorption spectrum of SWNTs wrapped by different wrapping agents. Ten milligrams of SWNTs was dispersed in 30 mL of
distilled water using 40 mg of polymers, or at 1% SDS concentration. Samples were sonicated in a cold water bath with a 5 mm probe tip for 40 min at a
power of 25 W, followed by ultracentrifugation for 4 h at 30,000 rpm (∼164,100g). All polymers appear to disperse SWNT comparably, with a yield
∼10−15% compared to that dispersed using SDS.

Table 1. Summary of Solvatochromism Analysis, Surface Coverage Calculation, Dispersion Efficiency, and Quantum Yield of
SWNTs Dispersed by PBA-PPEG8 Polymersa

reagents
slope (E11)
[eV3 nm4]

slope (E22)
[eV3 nm4]

ratio
(E22/E11)

surface coverage
(%)

relative dispersion efficiency
(%)

relative quantum yield
(%)

SDS 0.050 0.188 3.76 100 100 −
PPEG8 0.054 0.195 3.61 69 11 100
2CPBA-PPEG8 − − − 9 10
3CPBA-PPEG8 − − − 13 7
4CPBA-PPEG8 0.061 0.198 3.25 72 11 88
4SCPBA-PPEG8 0.058 0.199 3.43 70 9 50
5B3CPBA-PPEG8 − − − 13 29
5F3CPBA-PPEG8 − − − 11 18
5N3CPBA-PPEG8 0.056 0.201 3.59 69 10 66
aSlopes of solvatochromism analysis are obtained by fitting the data into a straight line as shown in Figure 4. Surface coverage of SDS-SWNT of
100% is based on the two assumptions: (1) the surface packing density of SDS is 1.7 molecules/nm2 according to the reported experimental
results;40 (2) each SDS molecule occupies a surface area of about 0.59 nm2 reported by Almgren and Swarup41 due to the consideration of different
SDS configurations in the presence of SWNTs.42,43 Relative dispersion efficiency is calculated on the basis of optical density at 632 nm in UV−vis−
nIR absorption spectra. Relative quantum yield is calculated on the basis of peak intensity of SWNT (9, 4) on the nIR fluorescence spectrum.
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All polymer−SWNT complexes had some fraction that remained
after decanting following the ultracentrifugation process and
demonstrated similar dispersion yields, though with concen-
trations lower than that of SDS-SWNTs with ranges between
10% to 15% of the case of SDS (Table 1). Relative dispersion
efficiency is calculated on the basis of the optical density at
632 nm on UV−vis−nIR absorption spectrum.
Studying the interaction of aromatic compounds with SWNTs

is of particular interest not only because it is a well-knownmethod
to noncovalently modify the surface of SWNTs,33 but also it
provides a fundamental theoretical and systematic understanding
toward the design of novel sensors based on SWNTs.34 Recent
simulation results based on density-functional theory (DFT)35,36

reveals that physisorption through π−π binding dominates the
adsorption mechanism; however, substitutional groups give rise
to local electronic polarization and to shifts in vibrational lines due
to small charge transfer, which also play important roles in the
interaction. In this work, 7 PBAs with different substitutional
groups or isomers lead to different binding energies on SWNTs,36

and are therefore expected to produce changes in the photo-
luminescence due to charge transfer,33,37 in which an electron
donor−acceptor complex is formed between SWNTs and aromatic
compounds, resulting in leveling the redox potential of different
SWNT species. The radial breathing mode (RBM) frequencies in
the Raman spectra appear invariant to changes in the boronic acid
position and other ring substitutions (Figure 3a,b).
The nIR fluorescence spectra of PPEG8-SWNTs excited at

785 nm was compared with SDS-SWNTs and SC-SWNTs,

revealing wavelength shifts and intensity changes likely due
to differences in polymer wrapping (Figure 3c). Compared to
the fluorescence of SDS-SWNTs, the wavelength of SC-SWNTs
and PPEG8-SWNTs is red-shifted up to 2.5 and 10.3 meV,
respectively. Such solvatochromic shifts of SWNTs indicated
varied dielectric environments around SWNTs.6 SC provides a
lower surface coverage compared to tight packing by SDS,6,38

yielding lower photoluminescence energies and a red-shift,
while the sparse hydrophobic interaction of SWNT with the alky
group of PPEG8 polymer allows water molecules close to the
SWNT surface, resulting in further red-shifts. Furthermore, nIR
fluorescence spectra of PBA-PPEG8 polymers present varied
quenching compared to that of PPEG8 (Figure 3d), demonstrat-
ing the effect of different substitute groups of PBA on photo-
luminescence of SWNTs. The reactive quantum yield is cal-
culated on the basis of the peak intensity of SWNT (9, 4) on nIR
fluorescence spectrum normalized with absorbance (Table 1).
Compared to that of PPEG8, the quantum yields of SWNTs
dispersed by all PBA-PPEG8 decrease to different levels,
including 2CPBA-PPEG8 (−90%), 3CPBA-PPEG8 (−93%),
4CPBA-PPEG8 (−12%), 4SCPBA-PPEG8 (−50%), 5B3CPBA-
PPEG8 (−71%), 5F3CPBA-PPEG8 (−82%), and 5N3CPBA-
PPEG8 (−34%). Among three structural isomers (2CPBA,
3CPBA, and 4CPBA), comparison of the results of ortho-, meta-,
and para-substituted PBA indicated that variations in the
conformation have important effects on the quantum yield of
SWNTs stemming from differences of the dihedral angle between

Figure 3. (a,b) Raman spectra showing no difference on Raman shift for different wrapping agents; (c) nIR fluorescence comparison of Unidym SWNTs
dispersed in SDS, SC, and PPEG8 showing an apparent wavelength shift of SWNT emission, where the red-shift of the PPEG8-SWNT emission
wavelength is noted at up to 10.3 and 7.8 meV compared to those of SDS-SWNT and SC-SWNT; (d) nIR fluorescence of PBA-PPEG8 polymer−
SWNTs complexes showing different quenching ability compared with those of PPEG8-SWNTs. Specifically, among three structural isomers (2CPBA,
3CPBA, and 4CPBA), the highest quantum yield was measured for para-substituted PBA (4CPBA, −12%), much higher than those of ortho (2CPBA,
−90%)- and meta (3CPBA, −93%)-substituted PBA. In addition, electron-withdrawing substituents such as a nitro group on the phenyl ring cause
higher quantum yield (5N3CPBA, −34% vs 3CPBA, −93%), while electron-donating groups such as amides and alkyl groups decrease the quantum
yield (4SCPBA, −50% vs 4CPBA, −12%).
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aromatic ring and the surface of SWNTs, which is consistent with
the results from molecular dynamics studies.39

A pristine SWNT has no net dipole moment, but is highly
polarizable. Thus, a dipolar solvent or a dipolar molecule near the
SWNT surface can induce a dipole moment and cause a shift
in the optical transition energies (Eii), which are proportional to
the difference in SWNT polarizability, Δαii, between the excited
and ground states for the Eii transitions. By measuring photo-
luminescence excitation−emission profiles, the Eii shift of
individual SWNT can be probed. Here, excitation−emission
profiles of SWNTs dispersed by PPEG8, 4CPBA-PPEG8,
4SCPBA-PPEG8, and 5N3CPBA-PPEG8 were compared to
that of SDS (Figure 4). By using a previously proposed model,6

the relationship between (Eii
air)2(Eii

air − Eii
solvent) and d−4 was

plotted in Figure 4, in which the values of Eii
air were calculated

according to the fitted model parameters, and the relationship
between the local dielectric constant (ε) and the fraction of
SWNT surface area covered by polymer (α) is given by:
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ε
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+
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where L is a fluctuation factor, k a constant, n the refractive index,
and εwater = 88.1, εSDS = 31, εPEG8 = 2.5 represent the dielectric
constants of water, SDS, and PEG8, respectively. Similar to the
SDS case, both transitions for all examined PBA-PPEG8-SWNTs
demonstrate linear scaling, while E22 has increased data scattering
than E11 data due to lower measurement resolution. The slopes
are 0.050 and 0.188 eV3 nm4 for the E11 and E22 of SDS-SWNT,
which are the same as previously reported. Themagnitudes of the
E11 slope and the E22 slope of PBA-PPEG8-SWNTs increase
(relative to SDS-SWNT), as expected due to the lower surface
coverage and therefore increased dielectric constant, causing
a larger PL red-shift. The ratio of the slopes of E22/E11 is lower
than for the SDS case, highlighting the fact that E22 is less affected
by the surrounding medium, as we have shown previously.6

In addition, if we assume a reference surface coverage of SWNTs
dispersed by SDS as 100%, the calculated surface coverage of
SWNTs dispersed by different PBA-PPEG8 varies from 65% to
75% (Table 1). This smaller surface coverage is consistent with
the longer hydrocarbon chain used here resulting in “inacces-
sible” surface area excluded by the media due to steric effects.
The estimate of 100% surface coverage of SDS-SWNT is based
on the two assumptions: (1) the surface packing density of SDS
is 1.7 molecules/nm2, according to the reported experimental
results;40 and (2) each SDS molecule occupies a surface area of
about 0.59 nm2, reported by Almgren and Swarup,41 due to the
consideration of different SDS configurations in the presence of
SWNTs.42,43

Boronic acids can bind diol moieties with high affinity
through reversible boronate formation. Alizarin Red S (ARS) is a
fluorophore frequently employed to determine the PBA con-
centration and to monitor saccharide binding events.44 ARS itself
is nonfluorescent, and PBA can bind to the catechol diol of ARS
to remove the active protons of hydroxyanthraquinones, causing
a visible fluorescence (Figure 5). However, saccharides can bind
to PBA as well. Thus, the competitive equilibrium between ARS
and an ARS−PBA complex is perturbed upon saccharide addition,
resulting in a fluorescence intensity change that corresponds
directly to the saccharide binding affinity. As shown in Figure 5, all

PBA-PPEG8 polymers can cause an apparent fluorescence from
the binding between PBA and ARS, which confirms that boronic
acid molecules were successfully conjugated to PPEG8 polymers.
Furthermore, equal amounts of different sugar molecules were
added to test the binding selectivity (Figure 5b). Our results
demonstrate that the synthesized PBA-PPEG8 polymers all have
the same saccharide binding selectivity with fructose > galactose >
mannose > glucose > sucrose. In addition, 5N3CPBA-PPEG8
presented the highest binding strength to the same analyte. For
example, 50 mM fructose decreased the fluorescence intensity
to 38% of the initial intensity for the ARS_5N3CPBA-PPEG8
complex. In the cases of 2CPBA-PPEG8, 3CPBA-PPEG8,

Figure 4. Excitation−emission profile of PBA-PPEG8-SWNT com-
plexes. Left: contour plot of fluorescence intensity versus excitation and
emission wavelengths for a sample of SWNTs suspended in different
wrapping agents. Right: by using a previously proposed model,6 the
relationship between the optical transition energies and the diameter of
SWNT ((Eii

air)2(Eii
air − Eii

solvent) vs d−4) was plotted and fitted into a
straight line, in which the values of Eii

air were calculated according to the
model parameters.
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4CPBA-PPEG8, 4SCPBA-PPEG8, 5B3CPBA-PPEG8, and
5F3CPBA-PPEG8, the numbers are respectively 70%, 63%,
55%, 65%, 52%, and 62%. Comparison of the results from
2CPBA-PPEG8, 3CPBA-PPEG8, and 4CPBA-PPEG8 indicates
that steric effects definitely play an important role for the observed
variation of binding strength. Diols can easily bind to para-
substituted PBA, while ortho-substituted PBA is the most difficult
to bind to. Comparison of the results from 4CPBA-PPEG8
and 4SCPBA-PPEG8 indicates that electron-donating groups
such as −NHC(O)R appear to diminish the binding affinity.
Consistent with this observation, a comparison of the results
from 3CPBA-PPEG8, 5B3CPBA-PPEG8, 5F3CPBA-PPEG8, and
5N3CPBA-PPEG8 indicates that electron-withdrawing groups
such as halogens and nitro groups increase binding via a
corresponding reduction in electron density.
Lastly, we examined the nIR fluorescence response of the

SWNT upon addition of a panel of saccharides. Our interest is
in whether the boronate ion can optically modulate the SWNT
fluorescence as we observed earlier in a screening study of
surfactant-wrapped SWNT.11 In addition to common mono-
saccharides and two disaccharides (sucrose andmaltose), we also
examined urea as a control for hydrogen-bond disruption, and
dopamine which we have reported earlier to be a potent
quencher of SWNT emission provided the absorbed phase at
the nanotube surface allows for interaction.9 The results appear
as Figure 6. First, it is clear that the PBA attachment is required
for sugar recognition as expected, since PPEG8-SWNT has
no response except from the dopamine control. Dopamine
behaves as a nonspecific quencher due to direct π−π stacking
and electron transfer from the SWNT surface.9 Thus, dopamine

exhibits a response on all polymer−SWNT complexes having
accessible surface area. The accessibility of the nanotube surface
for all polymers is in agreement with the dielectric model
(eq 2) used above (Table 1). Only 4CPBA-PPEG8, 4SCPBA-
PPEG8, and 5N3CPBA-PPEG8 possessed starting QY high
enough to measure saccharide binding responses, and quite
intriguingly, the selectivity exhibited in this assay is distinct from
that of the free polymers. For example, in the case of 4CPBA-
PPEG8-SWNT, the response selectivity is ribose > arabinose >
fructose > glucose, while in the case of 4SCPBA-PPEG8-
SWNT, the order is arabinose > xylose > ribose > N-acetyl-D-
glucosamine > maltose. The case of 5N3CPBA-PPEG8-SWNT,
is also distinct as arabinose > ribose >N-acetyl-D-galactosamine >
mannose. These results highlight the potential to engineer new
types of sugar recognition by complexation of PBA with the
nanotube surface.
It is worth noting that the most apparent responses are from

pentoses, such as arabinose, ribose, and xylose, which are
monosaccharides with five carbon atoms. Our hypothesis is that
the binding between PBA and pentoses causes a distinct and
favorable geometric structure at the SWNT surface compared
with the binding of six-membered ring diols. For example,
fructose has a much higher affinity for PBA than arabinose and
ribose,45 and our own measurements of the free PBA-function-
alized polymers in Figure 5b confirm this. In contrast, when the
polymers are adsorbed to the SWNT surface, the selectivity to
pentoses is clearly observed. This ability to engineer new types of
saccharide binding sites with selectivities that differ from the free
polymer forms opens up new possibilities to design sensors for
the wide range of other sugar types. Further exploration of the nIR

Figure 5. Visible fluorescence from ARS complexed with free PBA-PPEG8 polymer derivatives confirming successful boronic acid conjugation to the
PPEG8 scaffold. (a) ARS is originally nonfluorescent but emits upon complexation with the phenyl boronic acid moiety. (b) Subsequent displacement
by a panel of various sugars confirms carbohydrate recognition and the relative affinities for each for the functionalized polymer in the absence of the
carbon nanotube. The fluorescence intensity is compared at 594 nm. Error bars were compiled from triplicate experiments. (c) Scheme showing
competitive binding of a PBA with ARS and a diol. Two hydroxyl groups of ARS can bind to PBA and form a fluorescent ARS−PBA complex. The
addition of a diol such as sugar molecules causing a new binding between diol and PBA can disrupts the original equilibrium so that the amount of ARS−
PBA complex is decreased resulting in a diminished fluorescence intensity.
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fluorescence sensingmechanism is necessary, as the responsemay
come from the following mechanisms: (1) a change of medium
polarity near SWNTs, namely solvatochromism; (2) electron
transfer due to redox potential change; (3) protons generated by
the acid−conjugate base reaction for PBA in water;46 or (4) the
steric effect of a quencher due to conformational, structural, or
geometric changes. Although steric effects can play a major role,
the variation of the observed selectivity may come from the
combined effects of the above mechanisms.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have designed and synthesized a series of PBA-
conjugated amphiphilic PEG polymers, examined the interaction
of these polymers with SWNTs using different spectroscopies,
and finally examined the ability of these polymer−SWNTs to
modulate fluorescence emission in response to different
saccharides. Comparison of nIR fluorescence of SWNT wrapped
by ortho-, meta-, and para-substituted PBA-PPEG8 polymers
indicated that the conformational variation has important
effects on the quantum yield of SWNTs. We assert that this
results from changing dihedral angles between the aromatic ring
on PBA and the surface of SWNTs, causing varied strength of
π−π interactions. By measuring photoluminescence excitation−
emission profiles, we found that longer-chain hydrocarbons can
cause a greater wavelength red-shift in nIR fluorescence of
SWNT than shorter-chain hydrocarbons. In addition, compared
with E11, the optical transition energy E22 is less affected by the
wrapping agents, which confirmed our previous observation. By
using a fluorophore ARS, the synthesized PBA-PPEG8 polymers
demonstrated the same saccharide binding selectivity, namely,
fructose > galactose > mannose > glucose > sucrose, for most
monosubstituted boronic acids. Furthermore, our results
indicated that electron-withdrawing groups such as halogens
and nitro groups can help remove the electron density of the
system, causing a strong binding between PBA and diols. Last,
the examination of nIR fluorescence response of saccharides in
different polymer−SWNT solutions demonstrated that the novel
signal transfer mechanism can be used to manipulate the binding
selectivity of saccharides, which may open an avenue to a new
approach to detecting biomolecules which are otherwise difficult
to recognize. In brief, our study demonstrates a successful
concept design and experimental performance as the first PBA-
conjugated polymer−SWNT complexes for saccharide recog-
nition. Furthermore, this idea can be expanded upon, namely
by conjugating different recognition groups to the amphiphilic
polymers in constructing nanotube optical sensors toward a
variety of different applications.
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